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                                        Pleurotus sp.

This Workshop’s aim was to create a record of 
spore prints of different colours for Agarics, 
and to work out how useful spore print colour 
is in identifying fungi to Genus at least.
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Detecting 
spore print 
colour in the 
field – on 
vegetation 
& soil

Ganoderma australe

Oudemansiella exannulata
Laccaria sp.?

Marasmius sp.

Amanita sp.

Firstly, we looked at how to check the spore 
print colour in the Field. These pics illustrate 
that looking at surrounding vegetation and 
even soil can assist in this step.  
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Sporeprints on 
other fruitbodies

Coprinus truncorum (?) black

Coprinellus disseminatus  black

Laccaria sp. white
Gymnopilus sp. rust brown

Cortinarius sp. rust brown

Next, while still in the Field, one can use the 
prints on other fruitbodies of the same group 
of mushrooms.
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Sporeprints on 
annulusPossibly Stropharia sp. black

Agaricus xanthodermus – (L) showing white annulus, (R) spore stained annulus

Spores not infrequently drop on rings or 
cortinas and leave a telltale colour
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Sporeprints on cortinas 
& veil fragments

Possible Stropharia sp. black

Cortinarius australiensis rusty brown
Cortinarius archeri  rusty brown © Brad Owens
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Sporeprints on gills

Leratiomyces ceres  black

Leucopaxillus sp. white

Finally, checking changes in gill colour with 
maturity gives some clues. (I think that the 
Leucopaxillus may have been has been 
infected with a white mould, as well as 
having white spores.)
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Spore prints in the Lab  on paper

We then discussed the making of spore prints 
in the lab. The traditional way, is, of course, 
on white paper.

This works very well with fungi like Agaricus, 
Coprinus, Cortinarius etc, where the spore 
colour is strong.
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Sporeprints on glass slides

Volvariella sp. pink

Panaeolus cyanescens (?) black

Spore prints on glass slides are valuable 
particularly for small specimens e.g. 
Mycenas and Marasmius, and where the 
colour is unknown.

We then looked at a list of some of the fungi 
with different coloured spore prints. 

(This was handout, and will be available on the 
QMS Website)
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Green spored species
Chlorophyllum molybdites

It included genera with green spores, 
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Genera with brownish-pink spores

Lepista sp. have 
rougheed spores

Volvariella sp.

Hebeloma sp.

Pink to Brownish-pink spores
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More pink-
spored Genera

Entolomas have 
angular spores

Pluteus spp. all grow on wood

More brownish pink spores, but distinctive 
shapes
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Amyloid warty spores of Leucopaxillus sp. Dextrinoid smooth spores of Macrolepiota clelandii

White spores – amyloid and dextrinoid, 
decorated and smooth
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Using FunKey to key out a specimen starting with spore print colour

We then did an exercise using FunKey to try to 
key out an unknown specimen, starting with 
the spore print colour.

There were several paths we could take, 
depending which features we chose, but this 
was the quickest we discovered after a few 
trials.
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Using FunKey to key out a specimen starting with spore print colour
     

 Total options – 185 genera
1. Sporeprint – dark brown   Options left       27 genera

2. Substrate – litter or mulch “   18     “

3. Growth Habit – caespitose “   14     “

4. Habitat – urban or gardens                 “      11     “

5. No annulus  “   5       “

6. Stipe with bulbous base  “    2      “

7. Pileus margin smooth  “    1 Agrocybe

Following the FunKey trail
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X

X

A

A

A = Apiculus
X = Germ pore

Agrocybe spores: Brown, smooth, thick walled 
spores with an obvious germ pore opposite 
the apiculus.(attachment point to sterigmata 
on basidium)

(The final identification was confirmed by 
looking at the pileipellis, which was a 
hymeniderm, unlike the somewhat similar 
Hypholoma which has a cutis.

This is where our next Workshop will help us 
sort out these differences.) 
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Lisa, Wayne, Vanessa, Ken, Judith and Gretchen identifying an Agaric 

Some of our group checking out the Agrocybe.
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